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ABSTRACT: The great majority of the accidents serious they are due to the loss or robbery radioactive 
sources. A radioactive source sealed in disuse is an accident in power if it is not stored under security’s 
conditions, and it is conditioned properly or it is undergoes an adapted final disposition.  
Often these sources in disuse are forgotten and they are not object the appropriate heretic’s loss test, that 
which could give place to their it lost or robbery  
Because Paraguay doesn't have a National System of the Radioactive Waste management, for disposition 
of the Regulatory Authority, the users kept in their own facilities their radioactive sources sealed in disuse 
without management, and distributed in different places, but under the CNEA Regulatory Control.  
The provisional storage is accepted by the Regulatory Authority if the Installation gathers the security 
conditions to avoid the loss or robbery Nevertheless, the Physical Security gives in the Interim Storage 
maybe it is not viable in a hospital or another type of medical installation, it given the possibility that kind 
of source could be stolen.  
As it is possible that a source gives this type it is stolen, the Regulatory Authority has adopted safety 
precaution efficacies to guarantee the source physical security, like it is the specific case of the National 
Institute the Cancer that has the following sources in disuse:  
 

1. A header cobalt 60           (stored in its own Bunker)  
2. 108 needles Cesium 137  (stored in an deposit inside the property)  
3. 268 mg of Radio 226       (Conditioned under a project with the OIEA)  
 

Due these sources are in different deposits inside the hospital, and for a better control and security of 
them, the CNEA dispose to transfer the sources Cs-137 (108 needles distributed in 10 lead containers) 
inside the Bunker, where is stored the Co-60 Teletherapy source.  
This procedure was realized because these sources were stored in an precarious deposit and without the 
corresponding system physical security, avoiding of that way that the same one falls in chatarreros hands, 
since each container of lead weighs 15 Kg approximately and having in it counts the frequent cases of 
sources that have finished as scraps due to an inadequate management.  
Nevertheless the security is not the only concern that raise from the radioactive source. Given the recent 
increase of the worry for the terrorist activity, it cannot pass for high the possibility that a terrorist group 
uses a source to manufacture a device to radioactive material dispersion 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Due to the concern of the CNEA to the Physical Security the Cs-137 sources in disuse coming 
Braquitherapia’s practices of the Cancer National Institute, stored in temporary form in an deposit in the 
property of the Cancer National Institute and without the due Physical Security, and having in it counts the 
frequent cases of sources that have finished as scraps due to an inadequate management, putting in risk the 
human health and the environment.  
The CNEA, as Regulatory Authority arrange the transfer of these sources in a safer place inside the same 
institution, in a Bunker where they are stored a Co-60 teletherapy source in disuse, under the user’s 
routine control, until they can be appropriately management, (To see photo of the procedure in annex) 
  
 
2. Objetives  

 The Cs-137 Radioactive sources physical security 
 To avoid the entrance of the people no authorized  
 To avoid lost or steal of the sources  
 To avoid that they fall in hands of the chatarreros  
 To avoid that they fall in hands of the terrorist  
 To protect the Human Health  
 To protect the Environmental  

 
3. Methodology  
 

1. It proceeded to build 2 (two) boxes of steel with handles of the cubic form of the(50 x 50 x5 0) 
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cm, to store into their 10 (ten) containers of Lead that contain the Cs-137 Radioactive sources in 
Disuse. Besides, a steel bar of 2 (two) meters longitude to transport the box.  

2. The CNEA Specialized technicians carried out the task to transfer the lead container from the silos 
of the deposit where they were stored the sources to the Bunker inside the hospital, following the 
next procedures:  

 
 Previous calculations, of the time permanency near the sources of the Technicians and 

Cancer National Institute personal to transport the source.  
 Using strings and thelemetric clamp they took out the containers that were inside the silos 

of the deposit. 
 Before to transfer the sources into the boxes, they was applied the technique of smear to 

the containers to discard Radioactive Superficial Contamination.  
 Once placed in the boxes, each lead container they were carried out the measures of the 

rate dose, in each box were placed 5 lead containers.   
 With a 2 meters steel bar, 2 Cancer National Institute personal transfers the 2 steel boxes 

from the deposit to the hospital bunker in a vehicle.  
 Concluded the transfer it preceded to monitoring the area, measures the rate dose into and 

outside of the deposit to discard the existence of radioactive material and in the Bunker 
where they were transferred, to verify rate the dose.  

 
Equipment  
 
 Digital Detecting GM, Eberline FH40F2, Series 8028 with Thelesonde.  
 Contamination Radioactive Superficial Detector, Berthold LB 122.  
 Digital Detecting GM, Bicron, Model FieldSpec.  
 Digital  Video Chamber, Sony TRV 330, Series 114493.  
 1.5 meter thelemetric clamp.  
 Disposable plastic gloves.  
 30 cm clamp.  
 Strings and Paper to carry out smear.  
 Personal dosimeters  

 
4. Tables  
 

Table 1: background radiation 
Detector  Background ((µSv/h)  Observation  

0,12 Outside the Deposit   
GM EBERLINE FH40F2  0,30 Inside the  Deposit  

 
Table 2: Rate Dose around the steel box N°: 1  

Rate of Dose in (µSv/h ) Number of lead containers 
inside the steel box.  Front side Upside side Back side  

1 (one)  60 80 110 
2 (two)  70 80 90 
3 (three)  130 150 180 
4 (four)  150 220 300 
5 (five)  170 170 490 

 
Table 3: Rate Dose around the box of steel N°: 2  

Rate of Dose in (µSv/h ) Number of lead containers 
inside the steel box.  Front side Upside side Back side 

1 (one)  60 80 90 
2 (two)  110 120 127 
3 (three)  140 150 180 
4 (four)  130 190 220 
5 (five)  230 250 330 
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Table 4: Dose Rate into and inside the Bunker of the Hospital after the Cs-137 sources transferring 
Dose Rate in (µSv/h ) Measures Point  Observation  

0,11 Hall  Background 
0,15 Corridor  Background 
0,14 With Bunker Open door Background 
5,00 Inside the Bunker  With Cs-137 and Co-60 sources 

 
Table 5: Other measurements  

Dose rate in (µSv/h)  Measure Points Observation  
0,21  Inside the Deposit were are the sources After the transfer.  
25   On Driver seat  During the transport  
30  One side of the transport steel bar  During the first steel box 

transport 
27  One side of the transport steel bar During the second steel box 

transport 
 

Table 6: Verification of the contamination radioactive superficial 
Detector  Measures Observation  

22,00 cps  Background outside of the Deposit   
Berthold LB 122  32,00 cps  Measure inside the silo of the Deposit.  

 
5. Conclusion 

   
The sources transfer one carries out without any incident. Actually the Cs-137 sources in Disuse are stored 
inside the Bunker next to the Co-60 Teletherapy source in disuse in the Cancer National Institute, and 
under a more safety and security, until they can be management and stored in a central place.  
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ANNEX: Photos of the Procedure 
 

 
Photo 1: Source transference 

 
Photo 2: Source arrangement and 

se rate measuredo s 

 
Photo 3: Sources arrangement into 

the steel box 

 
Photo 4: checking of Superficial 

Radioactive Contamination 
 

Photo 5:  Steel box transfer. 

 
Photo 6: Placing of the steel box 

next to the Co-60 teletherapy 
source in disuse 
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